In conclusion, to pray for us

Dour new and beauteous home
Pray that we may feel

to be a sacred place

to Lat our work bebolv that

n error in Brother Jones set us
right? We ask him to write out
the statement where it said that

is not another instance in the Scripture as like that

set up. We are not captivated but claim it as our right from the teachings of Scripture and reason to
demand proof on our part that

the character equal to the importance of the quest

Onolved when it appears and that Christ as a part of his ministry on earth
changed the day of Sabbath observance and we

In the Summer and Fall of 1844, in the village of Wilber, in the

of a class of young pupils, and we were

in charge of the district of the

of the district of the village of Wilber; and the first school was

founded by a group of parents and the church leaders.
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